
Term 3 Week 1/2  Daily plan for English 

 Children who are attending school are only coming on every alternate day. Parents 
will no longer be required to teach their children if they are attending school. 
However, homework will still be required on the day they stay at home. This will 
serve as revision of work covered the day before in class. 

 

 Parents who are keeping their children at home must follow the plan for English and 
Mathematics and will have to do the teaching + revising + homework with their 
children. You may want to do it in the same way the teachers will be doing it, e.g. 
teach one day and homework/catch-up/revision the next.  

 

 The tests will be done on either a Thursday or a Friday, depending on which day of 
the week your child is in on the second week. It is all rather confusing, but as we go 
along, we will get used to it. Please bear with us as we will probably get a little 
muddled ourselves  Children who work at a slower pace will have to take home 
some work to complete the following day as we will not be able to slow the pace of 
the rest of the class down. 

 
 

Day 1: Teaching (done by teachers at school or parents at home) 
1. Introduce the new spelling words. Ask children to explain their meanings and use 

the word in a sentence. Sound the words, blend them and read them. Write the 
words on their whiteboards one at a time. Do this with each word. 

2. Read the memory sentence. Let your child read it 3 times over. 
3. Practice reading the sight words and the words for next week’s reader. 
4. Go over the story – On the sand. Discuss what happens in the story. Watch the 

video. Read to the children, children read with teacher, child reads alone with 
support. 

5. Simply the best phonics page 12. 
6. DBE book pages 18 (read the sentences 3 times), 19 (read the words at the top of the 

page 3 times), 20, 21 
 

 

Day 2: Homework 
1. Write the spelling words for Day 1. 
2. Write the memory sentence for Day 1. 
3. Read On the Sand  
4. Read the sight words and the words for next week. 
5. Watch the worksheet cloud lessons for Monday and Tuesday this week. 

 
 
 



Day 3 Teaching 
1. Sound the spelling words, blend them and read them. Write the words on their 

whiteboards. Do this with each word. 
2. Read and write the memory sentence three times on their white boards 
3. Practice reading the sight words and the words for next week’s reader. 
4. Read On the Sand in groups and independently. 
5. Phonic activity – complete the word search for On the Sand. 
6. Practice reading the Afrikaans sentence Dit is ‘n __________ using each “e” word e.g.’ 

Dit is ‘n hen, Dit is ‘n pen. 
7. Jolly phonics book page 8 and 9.  

 
 

Day 4: Homework 
1. Write the spelling words for Day 2. 
2. Write the memory sentence for Day 2. 
3. Read On the Sand  
4. Read the sight words and the words for next week. 
5. Watch the worksheet cloud lessons for Wednesday and Thursday this week. 

 
 

Day 5 Teaching 
1. Sound, read and write the words on their white boards. Practice writing the 

memory sentence three times. 
2. Read and write each sight word on their boards. 
3. Read the words for next week. 
4. Read On the Sand individually. 
5. Sentence building activity – (Biff and Chip played on the sand) 
6. Simply the best Phonics page 13 
7. Handwriting lesson for the week + write a sentence with two of the words from the 

DBE book. (See the lesson). 
8. Read the Afrikaans sentence and words. 
9. Introduce the Get out of the wagon activity to the children. Each child will have 

their own wagon and cards to play along. They can then take them home to 
practice the game. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Day 6: Homework 
1. Write the spelling words for Day 3. 
2. Write the memory sentence for Day 3. 
3. Read On the Sand  
4. Read the sight words and the words for next week. 
5. Practice writing the sight words. 
6. Watch the worksheet cloud lessons for Friday and Monday this week. 
7. Play Get out of the wagon with your children at home so that they revise the idea 

of rhyming words please. 
 

 

Day 7 Teaching 
1. Sound, read and write the words on their white boards. Practice writing the 

memory sentence three times. 
2. Read and write each sight word on their boards. 
3. Read the words for next week. 
4. Introduce the story “Chip’s Robot” Read the story, discuss it. Read again, with 

children reading along. Let children read without the teacher, supporting each 
other. Teacher helps if everyone struggles. 

5. Phonic activity : Word building – sum, gum, sun, nun, bun 
6. Handwriting lesson 2  
7. Get out of the wagon. Choose two words at a time and as a shared writing lesson 

children create a sentence for each word so that the two sentences rhyme. 
 

 

Day 8: Homework 
1. Write the spelling words for Day 4. 
2. Write the memory sentence for Day 4. 
3. Read Chip’s Robot 
4. Read the sight words and the words for next week. 
5. Practice writing the sight words. 
6. Watch the worksheet cloud lessons for Tuesday and Wednesday this week. 

 
Day 9: Teaching 

1. Spelling and Maths test (in your pack) 
2. Simply the Best Phonics page 14 
3. Dit is ‘n sentences – written activity 
4. Complete all the work for the week. 

 
Day 10: Homework 

1. Complete any outstanding work sent home 
2. Watch worksheet cloud Thursday and Friday lessons. 



Term 3 Week 1 English Grade One                                                                       

1. Spelling:  



Keep building the words with your set of letters, or the letters printed on card in 

your pack.  

 

2. Memory sentence 

 

 

3. Sight words: 

Please practice reading and spelling these words this week.  

□ live   □ give  □ little  □ down □ what 

□ when □ why  □ where □ who      □ which 

 
 



4. Reading 

On the Sand 
Biff and Chip played on the sand.  
Dad went to sleep.  
Biff and Chip put sand on Dad. 
They made a sandcastle.  
They put Dad’s hat on top.  
They went to get an ice cream.  
Dad was still asleep.  
Chip looked at the donkeys.  
Biff looked at the boat.  
They looked at the go-karts.  
They looked at Dad’s hat. 
“Oh no!” said Biff. 
Dad was hiding. Biff was cross. 
The hat was on a stick. 
 
Listen to the story here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KoXV9FI_qf4 

 
5. Complete the word search on the next page. Remember to circle the words in 

pencil first when you find them. Let mum or dad check and then colour in. 
Don’t forget to tick off the words once you have found them. The first one is 
done for you, to remind you.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KoXV9FI_qf4


On the sand 

s a n d c a s t l e 
t s g o - k a r t s 
i a a n c r o s s h 
c n s k e s r t y i 
k d d e p l a y e d 
h a t y i e o p d i 
i c e c r e a m d n 
b o a t d p s a a g 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

sandcastle  played  sleep 
ice-cream  hat   donkey 
go-karts   boat  hiding  
cross    stick   sand 
   



6. Sentence building:  

Start by writing the date and the heading 

Cut out the words for each sentence 

Paste the words in the correct sequence. 

Write the sentence under the cut out words using a capital letter and full 

stop for each. 

Rule off after completing all 6 sentence. 

e.g. 

 

 

 

 

Chip Biff played and on  sand. the 
sleep. Dad went to    
made They sandcastle. a    
Dad’s They put hat top. on  
went They ice-cream. to an get  
hiding. Dad was     

Biff and Chip played on the sand



 
Chip’s Robot (Week 2) 
Chip had a box. 
“This is my box,” he said.  
“Can you see it?” 
“This is a leg,” said Chip. 
“Can you see the Robot?” 
“This is an arm,” said Chip. 
“Can you see my robot?” 
“Can you see it, yet?” said Chip. 
“No,” said Biff. 
“This is the head,” said Chip. 
“Now can you see my robot?” 
“We can see it now!” said Biff. 
 
Listen to the story here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VXQx0oKVjEo 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VXQx0oKVjEo


Something for fun (for art) 
 

 
 



7. Jolly Phonics 

Now that we have learnt all the Jolly Phonic sounds, we are going to do the 

dicatation a little differently. We are not going to use the spelling words, we 

are going to use a variety of words which revise the single sounds and the 

sounds made from combined letters e.g. ai, ow, ou, etc. 

On page 8 there is a heading for dicatation.  

Take out the cards that show the combination letter sounds. For this week 

you will need oi, ou ee, th, er, ch. 

These are the words you are going to ask your child to write. Just by sounding 

letter by letter (or sound combination), they should be able to write the 

following words on the lines under dictation: 
 

Dictation: 



8. Phonics: Word building 

 Write the date first 

 Cut out each picture below:  

 

2 + 3 = 
 

 
  

 

 

 

 Paste them into your book one underneath the other. 

 Cut out the tiles you need to spell the words and paste them next to 

the picture. 

u u u u u 
s g s n b 
m m n n n 

 

 Write the word next to the picture. 

e.g. 



b u n 
   

 

 

 

 

 

9. Handwriting: The letters we will be practicing today are o, a, g and d. 

Week 1 lesson: remind them to start by doing cross – dot in the margin 

 

 

  
  



 

 

 

 

 

10.  

 
Week 2 lesson: remind them to start by doing cross – dot in the margin 

 

 

   



 

11. The importance of rhyming 
 



 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 



12. Creative writing: 
Start by writing the date. 
 

Using the rhyming words, you are going to make up your own rhyming 
sentences. 
Choose 3 sets of words and write a rhyming sentence with each (6 sentences in 
total). Here are some examples. Please try to think up some of your own if you 
can, this is just to give you an idea. 

 
 

 

13. Learn to read these words by next week: 

egg hunt Kate stay 
put Wilma idea park 

some trees squirrels must 
Wilf rocket spaceman see-saw 

juggler horse cowboy bicycle 

stuntman climbed ladder fireman 
wall spiderman whoops  

I can see a fox. 
The fox is on a box. 

Buzzy is a little bee. 
Buzzy lives in a big, big tree. 

I like the king. 
I like his ring. 

Oh yum, here is a cake. 
Oh no! Here comes a snake. 

Can you see the silly goat? 
He is trying to sail a boat. 

Go away, little mouse. 
I do not want you in my house! 



14. This week we are going to practice writing the sentence Dit is ‘n. The first one 
is done for you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Week 1/2 Phonics Test 

This week, now that you all have an exercise book to work in, we would like 

you to start setting the test out as follows.  

 

 

             

The test 
words are 
out of 14 
marks 

For the sentence, there are a total of 11 marks. One 
mark for each word. One mark for a capital letter at 
the beginning and one mark for a full stop at the 
end. 

Total 
Mark 

 

25 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 


